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Kristal Wick makes a 
colorful necklace using a 
simple, eye-catching 
technique combining chain 
with large-hole, collectible-
style crystal beads. 
 
 
 

  
For more information visit: 

 

 
 

www.eksuccessbrands.com/createyourstylewithswarovskielements 
 

For tools and supplies visit:  

 
www.beadalon.com 

 
For More Information Visit: 

 
www.tierracast.com 
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Kristal Wick makes a colorful necklace using a simple, eye-catching technique combining chain with large-hole, collectible-
style crystal beads for maximum bling. She'll even show us how to make a custom dangle from a lampworked bead for the 
finishing touch on your design.  

Materials needed 
3 - 2 ¼ inches long small chain (cut 3 lengths) 
6 – 1 ¼ inches short small chain (cut 6 lengths) 
6 – ½ inches baby small chain (cut 6 lengths) 
2 - 3 ½ inches large chain (cut 2 lengths) 
25 inches Beadalon .018 black beading wire 
2 black crimps 
Toggle/bar 
4 jumprings silver 
1 headpin black 
12 silver spacers (SS) 
9 lampworked beads (Unicorn Beads) 
6 – 8mm jet crystal bicones (B) 
30 – 4mm crystal AB bicone crystals (B) 



 

 

 

2 – 6mm siam crystal cubes (CC) 
4 – 8mm siam crystal cubes 
3 – large hole crystal beads 
2 – 4mm jet round crystals (R) 
4 – 10mm jet bicone crystals (B) 
6 – large hole bead aligners (Tierra Cast) 
 
Tools 
Wire cutter 
Round nose pliers 
Chain nose pliers 
 
Instructions 

1. String the following onto beading wire: 
4mm jet crystal R, 4mm crystal AB B, lampworked bead, 4mm crystal AB B, 8mm jet B, 4mm crystal AB B, baby chain, SS, 
6mm CC, SS, baby chain, 4mm crystal AB B, 8mm jet B, 4mm crystal AB B, baby chain, SS, 10m CC, SS, long chain, 4mm 
crystal AB B, 8mm jet B, 4mm crystal AB B, lampworked bead, 4mm crystal AB B, long chain end link, bead aligner, large 
hole bead, bead aligner, other link of long chain, 4mm crystal AB B, lampworked bead, 4mm crystal AB B, 10mm jet B, 
4mm crystal AB B, long chain end link, SS, 10mm CC, SS, other link of long chain, 4mm crystal AB B, 10mm jet B, 4mm 
crystal AB B, lampworked bead, 4mm crystal AB B, long chain end link, bead aligner, large hole bead, bead aligner, other 
link of long chain. 
 

2. Repeat previous steps in reverse using up the rest of your components. 
3. Crimp each end of the wire leaving a small loop at the end. 
4. Connect large chain to toggle with a jumpring. 
5. Connect the other end of the chain to the end loop of the beading wire with a jumpring. 
6. Connect large chain to toggle bar with a jumpring. 
7. Connect the other end of the chain to the end loop of the beading wire with a jumpring. 
8. Create a lampworked bead dangle by stringing a 4mm crystal B, lampworked bead, and 4mm crystal B onto the 

headpin. 
9. Make a simple loop at the top of the headpin. 
10. Attach headpin to toggle jump ring. 

 

 
 For more information about Kristal visit www.kristalwick.com  
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